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ABSTRACT
Background: Maternal iron absorption during pregnancy can be
evaluated using RBC incorporation of orally administered stable iron
isotope. This approach underestimates true maternal absorption of
iron as it does not account for absorbed iron that is transferred to the
fetus or retained within the placenta.
Objective: Our objective was to re-evaluate maternal iron absorption
after factoring in these losses and identify factors associated with
iron partitioning between the maternal, neonatal, and placental
compartments.
Methods: This study utilized data from stable iron isotope studies
carried out in 68 women during the third trimester of pregnancy. Iron
status indicators and stable iron isotopic enrichment were measured
in maternal blood, umbilical cord blood, and placental tissue
when available. Factors associated with iron isotope partitioning
between the maternal, neonatal, and placental compartments were
identified.
Results: On average, true maternal absorption of iron increased by
10% (from 19% to 21%) after accounting for absorbed iron present
in the newborn (P < 0.001), and further increased by 7%, (from
39% to 42%, P < 0.001) after accounting for iron retained within
the placenta. On average, 2% of recovered tracer was present in the
placenta and 6% was found in the newborn. Net transfer of iron
to the neonate was higher in women with lower total body iron
(standardized β = −0.48, P < 0.01) and lower maternal hepcidin
(standardized β = −0.66, P < 0.01). In women carrying multiple
fetuses, neonatal hepcidin explained a significant amount of observed
variance in net placental transfer of absorbed iron (R = 0.95,
P = 0.03).
Conclusions: Maternal RBC iron incorporation of an orally ingested
tracer underestimated true maternal iron absorption. The degree
of underestimation was greatest in women with low body iron.
Maternal hepcidin was inversely associated with maternal RBC iron
utilization, whereas neonatal hepcidin explained variance in net
transfer of iron to the neonatal compartment. These trials were
registered at clinicaltrials.gov as NCT01019096 and NCT01582802.
Am J Clin Nutr 2020;112:576–585.
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Introduction
Maternal iron deficiency anemia is associated with a higher

incidence of preterm birth, low birth weight (LBW), and
intrauterine growth restriction (1–3); and an adequate iron supply
is essential for normal fetal brain development (4). To prevent
anemia, the Institute of Medicine recommends universal iron
supplementation for all pregnant women, regardless of maternal
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age or the number of fetuses carried (5). The US Preventative
Services Task Force has concluded that there is insufficient
evidence to document the benefits and/or risks of universal iron
supplementation throughout pregnancy (6, 7). Determination of
risks and benefits of universal iron supplementation is constrained
by insufficient knowledge regarding gestational adaptions in iron
physiology and lack of guidelines for the interpretation of iron
status indicators as a function of gestational stage (6).

Iron balance is largely controlled at the enterocyte by the
hormone hepcidin. Iron absorption must be tightly regulated
as humans have no physiologic means of excreting excess
iron. During pregnancy, iron requirements increase to support
increased erythropoiesis, given plasma volume expansion, as
well as fetal/placental iron needs. Early iron radioisotope studies
(8, 9) and subsequent stable iron isotope studies (10–12) have
provided key data on maternal iron utilization across gestation.
These studies quantified maternal iron absorption based on the
amount of orally administered iron tracer that was incorporated
into maternal red blood cells (RBCs), assuming a fixed fraction
of absorbed tracer is incorporated into RBCs. If a second
iron isotope is administered intravenously, the fraction of iron
incorporated into maternal RBCs can be directly measured and
used to improve estimates of maternal iron absorption (8, 12–
14). In nonpregnant populations this approach likely captures
the majority of absorbed iron, but in pregnant women this
methodology fails to account for maternally absorbed iron that
is transferred to the fetus or retained within the placenta, and
thus underestimates true maternal iron absorption. At this time,
the degree of underestimation as well as the factors that impact
relative utilization of absorbed iron between the maternal, fetal,
or placental compartments are unknown.

A more accurate understanding of iron utilization by the
mother, fetus, and placenta is needed. To address this issue, we
pooled existing and new data from stable iron isotope studies
conducted in maternal–neonatal dyads to obtain novel data on
relative maternal, neonatal, and placental iron utilization. The
primary objective of this study was to obtain a more accurate
estimation of true maternal iron absorption during pregnancy. A
secondary objective was to evaluate the impact of maternal and
neonatal iron status and iron regulatory hormones on the observed
variability in partitioning of absorbed iron between the mother,
placenta, and fetus.

Methods

Participants

Stable iron isotope studies were undertaken in a total of 68
women studied during the third trimester of pregnancy. The
population of 68 women included 63 women carrying singletons
(10, 14), of whom 43 women (age 18–30 y) were recruited
from the community of Villa El Salvador, Peru (studied between
1995 and 1997), and 20 women (age 16–32 y) were recruited
from Rochester, New York (studied between 2008 and 2009)
(Supplemental Figure 1). Data on iron transfer to the fetus in
these women have been published (15, 16). A third data set
comprised unpublished data from 5 women carrying multiple
fetuses (n = 4 carrying twins, n = 1 carrying triplets) who
participated in iron absorption studies in Rochester, New York,

between 2013 and 2014. All women were healthy with no pre-
existing conditions known to be associated with alterations in iron
physiology. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
The studies undertaken in Rochester, New York, were approved
by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Rochester
and Cornell University, and the study undertaken in Peru was
approved by the Instituto de Investigación Nutricional and the
Committee on Human Research at The Johns Hopkins School of
Hygiene and Public Health.

Iron isotope preparation

Oral stable iron isotope for all studies was purchased as
the metal (57Fe at 94.67–94.69%) and converted into ferrous
sulfate following published procedures (17). Metal tracer was
converted to ferrous sulfate and administered orally as an aqueous
solution. In the Peru study, the ferrous sulfate was administered
without ascorbic acid, and in the Rochester studies the ferrous
sulfate solution contained ascorbic acid in a 2:1 molar ratio
of ascorbic acid to iron. All stable iron isotopic analyses were
completed using a magnetic sector thermal ionization mass
spectrometer [MAT 261 (Finnigan) or Triton TI (Thermo Fisher
Scientific)].

Study design and isotope dosing

The study design is presented in Figure 1. Fasting women
received an oral dose of 57Fe averaging 9.32 ± 1.03 mg (ranging
from 6.08 to 10.22 mg). Two-thirds of the Peruvian women
also consumed an additional 50 mg supplemental Fe (as ferrous
sulfate) with the tracer because the intent of the study was to
evaluate iron absorption from a typical supplemental dose of iron
used in Peru at the time this study was undertaken. All women
remained fasting for 1.5 h postdosing, and a maternal blood
sample was obtained 2 wk postdosing to measure iron isotope
incorporation into maternal RBCs. At delivery, an additional
sample of maternal blood and 5–15 mL of umbilical cord blood
were collected to assess isotope incorporation into neonatal RBCs
to quantify net transfer of iron tracer to the fetus. Maternal and
umbilical cord serum was isolated and stored at −80◦C until
utilized to evaluate iron status indicators.

Biochemical assessment of iron status indicators

Within the Peru cohort, hemoglobin (Hb) was measured using
the cyanomethemoglobin method, whereas Hb concentrations in
the Rochester cohorts were measured using a Cell-Dyn 4000
hematology analyzer (Abbott Diagnostics). Maternal anemia
in late gestation was defined as an Hb concentration <11.0
g/dL (18), and neonatal anemia was defined as a cord Hb
concentration <13.0 g/dL (19). In the Rochester cohorts, serum
ferritin (SF) and serum transferrin receptor (sTfR) were measured
by ELISA (Ramco Laboratories), as previously described (20,
21). In the Peru cohort, sTfR was measured by the Quantikine
ELISA (R&D Systems) and SF was measured by ELISA
(DAKO). Although commercial sTfR kits are not standardized,
the strong correlation between R&D Systems method and
Ramco (22) has previously been used to justify the use of
TfR data from both assays to evaluate total body iron (TBI)
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Week 32-35 gestationRochester
Singletons N = 20

Week 36-42
15 mL maternal blood sample
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Placental tissue (N = 14)

Week 30-36 gestation

Week 32-34 gestation
5 mL maternal blood 
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5 mL maternal blood 
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Week 36-41
15 mL maternal blood sample 
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Singletons N = 43
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Week 30-32 gestation

Dosing (57Fe) 2 Weeks Post Dosing
(RBC incorporation)

Week 34-37 gestation
5 mL maternal blood 
sample

Delivery

Week 31-38
15 mL maternal blood sample
5 mL umbilical cord blood sample

FIGURE 1 Study design and timing of iron isotope dosing and sample collections in each cohort.

as described by Cook et al. (23) and Mei et al. (24). TBI in
all women was calculated with the following equation: TBI
(mg/kg) = -[log (sTfR/SF) − 2.8229]/0.1207. The use of the
TBI estimate has been documented in pregnant women (24). In
the Rochester cohorts, folate and vitamin B-12 were analyzed by
immunoassay (Siemens Immulite 2000), and in the Peru cohort
they were measured by radioimmunoassay (Diagnostic Products
Corporation Immulite 2500). Folate deficiency was defined
when folate was <6.8 nmol/L and vitamin B-12 deficiency
was defined when concentrations were <148 pmol/mL (25, 26).
Hepcidin in the multiples cohort was measured using an enzyme
immunoassay kit (Bachem) (range: 0–25 ng/mL) or by ELISA in
the Rochester singletons cohort (Intrinsic Lifesciences) (range:
2.5–1000 ng/mL). Erythropoietin (EPO) was measured in both
Rochester cohorts by an immunoassay system (Siemens Immulite
1000). In statistical analyses, the cohort was controlled for to
account for possible differences in assay methodology. When
placental samples were obtained, the iron content of the placenta
was measured by a atomic absorption spectrophotometry (Perkin-
Elmer Analyst 800) (27).

Iron isolation from biological samples and mass
spectrometric analysis

Whole blood (1 mL) and ∼1 g placental tissue (a mixture
of tissue was pooled from multiple sites sampled across the
syncytiotrophoblast) were digested with 5–15 mL Ultrex nitric
acid (JT Baker) and evaporated to dryness. The dried residue
was reconstituted in 2–4 mL 6N Ultrex hydrochloric acid (JT
Baker), extracted using anion exchange chromatography, and the
eluate was heated until dry. The iron residue was reconstituted in
30 μL of 3% nitric acid as previously described (14). Extracted
iron samples were loaded onto rhenium filaments and isotopic
ratios (57/56Fe, 58/56Fe, and 54/56Fe) were measured using magnetic
sector thermal ionization MS, as previously described [Triton
(ThermoFisher) or MAT 261 (Finnigan)] (14–16).

Approaches used to evaluate maternal iron absorption and
iron partitioning

Stable iron isotope enrichment in maternal blood, placental
tissue, and umbilical cord blood was expressed as a delta

percent excess (�% excess), which is the degree to which the
measured 57/56Fe ratio was increased over the corresponding
natural abundance 57/56Fe ratio. In the maternal compartment,
the net 57Fe recovered was also determined using the 57/56Fe
enrichment of maternal RBCs 14 d postdosing, maternal weight,
Hb concentration, maternal blood volume (70 mL/kg) (14),
and the iron content of Hb (3.47 g/kg) (28), and assum-
ing 80% of absorbed iron was incorporated into maternal
RBCs.

The net quantity of 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in the neonate
was estimated at birth using the same approach and an estimated
newborn blood volume of 80 mL/kg (15). In the newborn, it
was assumed that 80% of absorbed isotope was incorporated into
RBCs (13, 29), based on autopsy data showing that 75–80% of
the total iron present in the newborn is found within their RBCs
(30, 31). Net 57Fe recovered in placental tissue was calculated
using the untrimmed placental wet weight, 57/56Fe enrichment,
and the iron content of the placenta. To account for excess weight
contributed by the placental membranes and umbilical cord, a
factor of 16% was removed from the untrimmed weight (32).
Iron recovered in each compartment was expressed as either the
net milligram quantity of 57Fe recovered or as the net milligrams
of 57Fe recovered per kilogram of placental, or neonatal, birth
weight.

Three different approaches were utilized to evaluate maternal
iron absorption. The first approach followed standard methodol-
ogy and evaluated 57Fe incorporation into maternal RBCs 14 d
postdosing (M absorption; n = 66). The second approach also
factored in the total amount of 57Fe recovered in neonatal RBCs at
birth (M+N absorption; n = 60). The third approach included the
total amount of 57Fe recovered in placental tissue when available
(M + N + P absorption; n = 14).

Iron partitioning between the maternal, neonatal, or placental
compartment was calculated as the net 57Fe recovered (mil-
ligrams) in each compartment as a fraction of the total 57Fe
recovered (milligrams) in all 3 compartments. The variable
approaches utilized are depicted in Figure 2. To control for the
slight differences in dose of stable isotope consumed by each
women, all values were dose adjusted to a mean dose of 8.35
mg (9). Significant findings remained significant if nonadjusted
doses were utilized.
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FIGURE 2 Diagram depicting calculations used to determine maternal absorption, total iron recovered, milligrams of iron per kilogram of weight, and
partitioning of iron between maternal, neonatal, and placental compartments. Maternal absorption was calculated using RBC iron incorporation of 57Fe 2 wk
postdosing. Stable iron enrichment in the neonatal and placental compartments was calculated using samples collected at birth.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were completed using JMP 13.0 (SAS
Institute). Nonnormally distributed values were transformed
prior to statistical analysis. Possible differences by cohort
were assessed by ANOVA, chi-square, or Wilcoxon rank sum
test. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to assess
relations between iron absorption and partitioning with iron
status indicators and hormones while controlling for study and
with maternal ID as a random effect to control for neonates
in the multiples cohort being born from the same mother.
Significance was considered P < 0.05. The sβ abbreviation
indicates standardized β-coefficients reported for individual
correlations between iron regulatory hormones and iron recovery
that are controlled for study.

Results

Subject characteristics

Maternal and neonatal characteristics are presented in
Table 1. Women carrying multiple fetuses were significantly
older than women carrying singletons (P < 0.001), and maternal
BMI at entry into the study differed significantly by cohort
(P < 0.001). None of the women in this partitioning study
developed pre-eclampsia. Twenty-six percent of newborns were
small for gestational age (SGA; n = 13/41 Peru and n = 4/31
Rochester). Although the majority of the neonates born to women
carrying multiples were LBW, none were classified as SGA. In
the multiples cohort, discordant growth was not evident among
neonates based on the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists threshold of a 15–25% difference in birth weight
between siblings (33).

Maternal iron status indicators at delivery are presented
in Table 2. At delivery, the prevalence of maternal anemia
was 31% and did not significantly differ between the 3 cohorts
(P = 0.83). None of the women from the Rochester cohorts were
folate deficient (serum folate <6.8 nmol/L); however, 21% of
women in the Rochester singletons cohort were vitamin B-12
deficient (serum vitamin B-12 <148 pmol/L). In the Peru cohort,
11% of women were folate deficient and 37% were vitamin B-12
deficient. Data on umbilical cord iron status indicators are also
presented in Table 2. In the combined cohort, the prevalence of
neonatal anemia was 14%. The prevalence of neonatal anemia
was significantly higher in the Rochester singletons cohort
(P < 0.01), consistent with other findings in neonates born
to adolescents and with animal data showing altered nutrient
partitioning in adolescent pregnancies (21, 34). Folate status was
adequate in all newborns, but 25% of all newborns studied were
vitamin B-12 deficient (12/24 in the Peru cohort and 1/18 in the
Rochester singletons cohort).

Maternal tracer enrichment and net amount of tracer
recovered in maternal RBCs

The net milligrams of 57Fe recovered in the maternal
compartment significantly differed by cohort (P < 0.001)
(Table 3). Maternal RBC 57Fe incorporation (M absorption)
averaged 19% (95% CI: 15%, 22%) and is presented in Table 4.
Maternal TBI explained 70% of the observed variance in net 57Fe
recovered (milligrams) in maternal RBCs (sβ = −0.19, P = 0.01,
n = 60) and M absorption (sβ = −0.19, P = 0.01, n = 60). M
absorption was positively associated with maternal EPO (sβ =
0.04, P = 0.05, n = 21) and negatively associated with maternal
hepcidin (sβ = −0.48, P = 0.04, n = 21).
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TABLE 1 Maternal and neonatal characteristics1

Singletons

Variable Combined Peru Rochester Multiples

Maternal, n 68 43 20 N = 5
Age, y 22.73 ± 5.00 23.26 ± 4.38a 19.55 ± 3.87b 31.0 ± 2.34c

BMI2 28.95 ± 5.64 26.48 ± 2.66b 32.52 ± 6.67a 35.64 ± 7.74a

Neonatal, n 74 42 19 11
GA, wk 38.63 ± 0.05 39.75 ± 1.00a 39.52 ± 1.60a 33.81 ± 2.52b

PTB, % 20 03a 16a 82b

Birth weight, g 2970.96 ± 587.91 3104.14 ± 417.56a 3169.74 ± 548.25a 2107.00 ± 492.79b

LBW, % 21 05a 21b 82c

SGA, % 26 37a 21b 0c

Male, % 52 44 68 45

1Values are means ± SDs unless otherwise indicated. Data were analyzed by Wilcoxon rank sum test, ANOVA, or chi-square test. Different superscript
letters indicate significant differences between cohorts. GA, gestational age; LBW, low birth weight; PTB, preterm birth; SGA, small for gestational age.

2The BMI value obtained during the third trimester when dosing occured.

Neonatal tracer enrichment and net amount of tracer
recovered in neonatal umbilical cord RBCs

The net milligrams of 57Fe recovered in the neonatal com-
partment significantly differed by cohort (P < 0.001) (Table 3).
Net 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in the neonate was signifi-
cantly higher in neonates born to anemic mothers (P = 0.01,
n = 60) and in those born to women with depleted iron stores

(SF < 20 μg/L; P < 0.001, n = 59). In the combined cohort,
there was no significant association between net amount of 57Fe
(milligrams) recovered in the neonatal compartment and the
number of days that had elapsed between dosing and parturition
(across a range of 7–69 d). Net 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in
the neonatal compartment was also positively associated with
net 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in the maternal compartment

TABLE 2 Maternal and neonatal iron status indicators at delivery1

Singletons

Peru Rochester Multiples

Maternal indicators, n 43 20 5
Hb, g/dL 11.92 ± 1.77 11.15 ± 1.18 11.64 ± 2.30

Anemic, % 30 37 20
SF, μg/L 32.49 [23.37, 45.17] 19.47 [12.19, 23.54] 27.50 [7.50, 100.93]

<20 μg/L 33 40 67
<12 μg/L 17 22 33

sTfR, mg/L 3.66 [2.98, 4.49] 6.26 [5.01, 7.83] 5.53 [0.61, 49.66]
TBI, mg/kg 3.39 ± 3.72 2.30 ± 3.03 2.89 ± 5.98
Hepcidin, ng/mL — 36.92 ± 58.20 [2.5, 207.1] 9.59 ± 12.89 [1.2, 24.4]
EPO, IU/L — 32.61 ± 23.00 [9.4, 109.5] 44.7 ± 38.24 [10, 185.7]
Folate, nmol/L 12.42b [10.30, 14.97] 37.40a [30.20, 46.32] 20.32ab [8.83, 46.81]

Deficient, % 11 0 0
Vitamin B-12, pmol/L 178.52 ± 81.57a 262.21 ± 123.03b 343 ± 101.06b

Deficient, % 37 21 0
Neonatal indicators, n 42 20 11

Hb, g/dL 15.71 ± 1.89a 13.36 ± 3.05b 15.37 ± 1.13a

Anemic, % 7a 37b 0a

SF, μg/L 167.84 ± 77.68 202.01 ± 115.97 148.46 ± 52.83
sTfR, mg/L 6.23 ± 1.79 8.35 ± 2.15 7.68 ± 2.55
TBI, mg/kg 10.18 ± 2.49 9.43 ± 2.80 9.10 ± 2.61
Hepcidin, ng/mL — 62.08 [8.5, 95.94] 16.13 [9.58, 27.16]
EPO, IU/L — 28.13 [17.07, 46.35] 14.92 [10.42, 21.37]
Folate, nmol/L 24.36 ± 8.50b 69.44 ± 26.61a 85.59 ± 23.54a

Deficient, % 0 0 0
Vitamin B-12, pmol/L 140.91b [110.72, 179.33] 510.88a [348.05, 749.89] 408.58a [298.94, 558.42]

Deficient, % 50b 6a 0a

1Values are means ± SDs or geometric means [95% CIs] unless otherwise indicated. Data were analyzed by ANOVA or chi-square test to assess
indicator differences between cohorts measured with the same assay. Different superscript letters indicate significant differences between cohorts. EPO,
erythropoietin; Hb, hemoglobin; SF, serum ferritin; sTfR, soluble transferrin receptor; TBI, total body iron.
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TABLE 3 Iron isotope enrichment in maternal and neonatal blood1

Observed isotope
enrichment, %

Total net 57Fe recovered,
mg

Net 57Fe recovered,
mg/kg Partitioning, %

All groups
Mothers 3.27 [2.90, 3.89]a; n = 64 1.24 [1.21, 1.55]a; n = 66 0.02 [0.01, 0.02]; n = 66 91.21 [90.12, 92.31]a; n = 61
Infants 3.66 [3.06, 4.31]b; n = 61 0.11 [0.10, 0.13]b; n = 61 0.03 [0.03, 0.4]b; n = 61 8.12 [7.11, 9.19]b; n = 61
Total — 1.50 [1.24, 1.80]c; n = 61 — —

Peru singletons
Mothers 2.54 [2.13, 2.98]; n = 43 0.72 [0.59, 0.87]a; n = 43 0.01 [0.01, 0.01]a; n = 43 90.01 [88.48, 91.55]b; n = 37
Infants 2.47 [2.05, 2.92]; n = 37 0.07 [0.06, 0.08]b; n = 37 0.02 [0.02, 0.03]b; n = 37 9.47 [8.10, 10.94]a; n = 37
Total — 0.81 [0.66, 0.97]c; n = 37 — —

Rochester singletons
Mothers 5.21 [4.19, 6.35]a; n = 18 2.62 [2.19, 3.08]a; n = 18 0.03 [0.03, 0.04]; n = 18 94.14 [92.94, 95.35]b; n = 18
Infants 6.62 [5.21, 8.20]b; n = 19 0.17 [0.12, 0.23]b; n = 19 0.05 [0.04, 0.07]; n = 19 5.62 [4.52, 6.82]a; n = 18
Total — 2.78 [2.32, 3.29]c; n = 18 — —

Rochester multiples
Mothers 4.22 [2.70, 6.08]a; n = 5 2.45 [1.20, 4.13]a; n = 5 0.03 [0.02, 0.03]a; n = 5 90.53 [87.47, 93.64]b; n = 5
Infant unit 4.94 [4.08, 5.87]b; n = 5 0.21 [0.11, 0.34]b; n = 5 0.05 [0.03, 0.06]b; n = 5 8.32 [3.84, 14.52]a; n = 5
Total — 2.55 [1.84, 3.36]c; n = 5 — —

Rochester singletons with placenta available
Mothers 5.20 [3.93, 6.48]; n = 14 2.62 [2.08, 3.16]; n = 14 0.03 [0.02, 0.04]; n = 14 92.27 [90.61, 93.93]; n = 14
Infants 6.59 [4.95, 8.23]; n = 14 0.18 [0.11, 0.24]; n = 14 0.06 [0.04, 0.07]; n = 14 5.91 [4.43, 7.38]; n = 14
Placenta 5.91[4.58, 7.24]; n = 14 0.05 [0.03, 0.06]; n = 14 0.10 [0.07, 0.12]; n = 14 1.82 [1.44, 2.20]; n = 14
Total — 2.82 [2.22, 3.42]; n = 14 — —

1Values are means [95% CIs] unless otherwise indicated. Differences between mothers, infants, and/or placenta were analyzed by ANOVA. Different
superscript letters indicate significant differences within cohorts between the mother, neonate, and placenta.

(R2 = 0.59 P < 0.001, n = 60). The strongest determinants of net
57Fe recovered (milligrams) in the neonatal compartment were
maternal TBI (sβ = −0.48, P < 0.001, n = 52) and neonatal Hb
(sβ = 0.37, P < 0.001, n = 52), which together explained 77%
of the variance in net 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in neonatal
RBCs (P < 0.001). In women with iron regulatory hormone data
available, women with higher hepcidin concentrations transferred
less iron tracer to their neonates (sβ = −0.66, P < 0.01,
n = 25). Similarly, neonates with higher hepcidin concentrations
at birth had a lower quantity of tracer present in neonatal
RBCs at birth (sβ = −0.42, P = 0.06, n = 29). Maternal
EPO was positively associated with iron transfer to the neonatal
compartment (sβ = 0.61, P = 0.01, n = 25). Neonates with
higher EPO had significantly less iron tracer transferred across
the placenta (sβ = −0.44, P = 0.02, n = 29). The only significant

correlation between maternal and neonatal hormones was a
positive association between maternal hepcidin and neonatal EPO
(sβ = 0.44, P = 0.03, n = 25).

As expected, neonates born to women carrying multiple
fetuses weighed significantly less at birth and were born at
a significantly earlier gestational age. To address the possible
impact of variability in neonatal birth weight on the net amount of
57Fe recovered, 57Fe recovery data were expressed per kilograms
of birth weight (Table 3). Significant determinants of neonatal
57Fe (milligrams per kilogram) were neonatal Hb and maternal
TBI, which explained 73% of the variance in this measure
(P < 0.001). In cohorts with iron regulatory hormone data
available, net 57Fe mg/kg was significantly inversely associated
with maternal hepcidin (sβ = −0.66, P < 0.01, n = 25). Neonates
had a significantly greater 57Fe content on a mg/kg basis when

TABLE 4 Percent iron absorption after inclusion of 57Fe recovered from the neonatal and placental compartments1

Compartments included
in analysis

Singletons

Combined Peru Rochester Multiples

Mother 19.14 [15.45, 23.24]; n = 66 10.84a [8.87, 13.01]; n = 43 39.17b [32.81, 46.10]; n = 18 36.61b [17.96, 61.83]; n = 5
Mother and neonate 21.26 [17.22, 25.73]; n = 60 12.13a [9.93, 14.55]; n = 37 41.68b [34.764, 49.22]; n = 18 39.92b [20.53, 65.70]; n = 5
Difference in absorption 1.56 [1.29, 1.86]; n = 60 1.13b [0.96, 1.31]; n = 37 2.62a [1.84, 3.41]; n = 18 3.26a [1.37, 5.16]; n = 5

n = 14
Mother 39.19 ± 13.92
Mother and neonate 41.86 ± 15.16
Mother, neonate, and

placenta
42.21 ± 15.50

Difference in absorption 3.42 ± 2.10

1Values are means ± SDs or geometric means [95% CIs] unless otherwise indicated. Differences between absorption estimations were analyzed by
ANOVA. Different superscript letters indicate significant differences within each cohort.
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maternal EPO concentrations were elevated (sβ = 0.46, P = 0.02,
n = 25) or when neonatal EPO concentrations were low (sβ =
−0.48, P < 0.01, n = 29). As previously mentioned, maternal and
neonatal EPO concentrations were not significantly correlated
(sβ = 0.001, P = 0.9, n = 25).

When the total amount of 57Fe recovered in both maternal and
neonatal compartments was used to calculate net M + N iron
absorption, (n = 60), the estimation of true maternal absorption
increased by 10% (P < 0.001)—that is, from 19% (M absorption)
to 21% (95% CI: 17%, 26%) (M + N absorption) (Table 4). As
expected, anemic mothers (n = 21) absorbed more 57Fe than
nonanemic women (P = 0.02, n = 39), regardless of approach
used (M or M + N absorption). Additionally, M + N absorption
was higher in women with SF <20 μg/L (n = 39) compared with
those with SF >20 μg/L (n = 20; P < 0.001 ). Maternal TBI and
neonatal Hb together explained 73% of variance found in M +
N absorption (P < 0.001). In women with regulatory hormone
data available, M + N absorption was associated with neonatal
hepcidin (sβ = −0.70, P < 0.01, n = 23), maternal EPO (sβ =
0.56, P = 0.01, n = 21), and maternal hepcidin (sβ = −0.50,
P = 0.02, n = 21).

Placental tracer enrichment

In the current study, net placental iron content averaged 39.4
mg (95% CI: 32.6, 46.2 mg) or 74.3 μg/g wet weight (95% CI:
66.2, 82.4 μg/g). Placental iron content did not significantly differ
between mothers who did (n = 4) or did not (n = 10) have anemia
(P = 0.80). Placental iron content also did not significantly differ
between mothers with (n = 5) or without (n = 9) iron depletion
(SF <20 μg/L) at delivery (P = 0.92). Placental iron content was
lower in women with (n = 9) gestational iron depletion (based
on SF <20 μg/L), a difference that approached significance
(P = 0.14). Maternal TBI was inversely associated with the net
amount of 57Fe recovered in the placental compartment (on both
a milligram and a milligram per kilogram basis) and explained
40% and 36% of variance, respectively (both P < 0.02).

Within the group of 14 women who had placental tissue
available, M absorption averaged 39% (95% CI: 31%, 47%)
and M + N absorption averaged 41% (95% CI: 33%, 51%).
After the addition of the net amount of 57Fe recovered in
the placental compartment, the estimation of true maternal
absorption increased by 7% (P < 0.001) to 42% (95% CI: 33%,
51%) (M + N + P absorption). M + N + P absorption was
significantly associated with maternal Hb and TfR and neonatal
SF, which together explained 70% of the variance in true maternal
absorption (P = 0.002, n = 14).

Tracer enrichment in women carrying multiple fetuses

In women carrying multiple fetuses, each individual neonate
accrued a significantly lower amount of tracer compared with the
mean accrued by each singleton neonate [0.09 mg (95% CI: 0.07,
0.13) versus 0.17 mg (95% CI: 0.12, 0.23); P = 0.02]. However, if
the net 57Fe transferred (milligrams) to all siblings was summed,
the net amount of tracer that each women in the multiples cohort
transferred to their newborns was comparable to the amount of
57Fe transferred (milligrams) to each singleton neonate (0.21
versus 0.17 mg; P = 0.30) (Table 3). In addition, neonates in
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FIGURE 3 (A) Partitioning of iron between the maternal and neonatal
compartment is shown for the combined cohort (n = 60). The bar
chart presents the percentage (95% CI) of total iron partitioned to each
compartment. In the multiples cohort, the baby component reflects the sum
of all tracer recovered in the neonatal compartments. (B) Partitioning of iron
between the maternal, neonatal, and placental compartments is shown for
women in the Rochester cohort who had placental tissue available for analysis
of isotopic enrichment.

both cohorts accrued a similar amount of 57Fe when expressed per
kilogram of birth weight (0.054 versus 0.045 mg/kg; P = 0.53).

In the multiples cohort, variability between neonates in
the same uterine compartment was calculated as the largest
difference observed between siblings at birth. The mean �%
excess in this group was 5.02% ± 1.39% and the average
variability between sibling was 0.62% (95% CI: 0.24%, 1.47%).
The mean net 57Fe recovered (milligrams) in this group was
0.10 ± 0.05 mg, and the average variability between siblings
was 0.015 mg (95% CI: 0.002, 0.027 mg). The mean net 57Fe
recovered (milligrams) per kilogram of birth weight in this group
was 0.05 ± 0.01 mg/kg, and the average variability between
siblings was 0.01 mg/kg (95% CI: 0.003, 0.0096 mg). The
strongest determinant of the observed variability between all 3
measurements of 57Fe transfer to the neonate was the variability
in hepcidin between neonates [�% excess: R = 0.95 P = 0.03;
net 57Fe (mg): R = 0.41, P = 0.60; net 57Fe (mg/kg): R = 0.47,
P = 52].

Iron partitioning between compartments

Relative utilization of maternally absorbed iron between the
maternal, neonatal, and placental compartments was explored.
In the combined cohort, the highest percentage of recovered
57Fe tracer was utilized by the maternal compartment (Table 3,
Figure 3). The strongest negative determinant of relative
partitioning of absorbed 57Fe to the neonatal compartment
was maternal TBI (sβ = −0.31, P = 0.01, n = 58), with
lower maternal TBI being associated with significantly greater
transfer of maternally absorbed tracer to the fetus. Maternal TBI
explained 35% of the variance in partitioning of 57Fe between
maternal and neonatal compartments. Partitioning of iron to
the neonatal compartment was significantly inversely associated
with total 57Fe recovered (milligrams) (sβ = −0.52 P = 0.01,
n = 60). Iron partitioning to the neonatal compartment was
significantly different by cohort (P = 0.001), with Rochester
singletons receiving significantly less absorbed iron. This finding
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did not appear to be driven by differences in maternal age
as partitioning was not significantly associated with maternal
age when examined as a continuous variable (P = 0.21) or
categorically in pregnant adolescents (<20 y; n = 19) compared
with those aged >20 y (n = 41, P = 0.24). In the subset of women
with iron regulatory hormone data, relative partitioning of 57Fe to
the neonatal compartment was significantly inversely associated
with both maternal hepcidin (sβ = −0.55 P < 0.01, n = 24) and
neonatal EPO (sβ = −0.52, P < 0.01, n = 22). Partitioning of
57Fe to the neonatal compartment was not significantly associated
with maternal EPO or neonatal hepcidin.

Although not statistically significant, there were negative
trends between placental partitioning and both maternal vitamin
B-12 status (95% CI: −3.12, 0.69), maternal folate status (95%
CI: −2.98, 0.10), and neonatal folate status (95% CI: −0.06,
0.01). Total tracer partitioning to the neonatal/placental unit was
inversely associated with maternal hepcidin (95% CI: −2.10,
−0.23) and maternal TBI (95% CI: −1.05, −0.23).

Discussion
This is the first human study to describe significantly higher

maternal iron absorption during pregnancy after accounting for
the amount of absorbed tracer that was transferred to the fetus
or retained within the placenta. The degree of underestimation
significantly varied as a function of maternal iron status and
was greatest in women with depleted body iron stores. Both
maternal and neonatal hepcidin concentrations were associated
with net transfer of absorbed iron to the fetus. The impact of fetal
hepcidin on iron utilization was also evident among the multiple-
birth neonates, as in this group neonatal hepcidin concentrations
captured the largest amount of variability in observed uptake of
iron between siblings.

Maternally absorbed iron that is rapidly transferred to the
neonatal/placental unit cannot readily be quantified, and therefore
maternal absorption estimations used in the current dietary
recommendations rely solely on estimates of iron utilized
by maternal erythropoiesis (35, 36). Pregnant women rapidly
transfer orally ingested radioisotopic iron to the fetus, as
radioactivity has been detected in the infant within 40 min of
the mother ingesting the iron radioisotope (37). In this group of
pregnant women, ∼5% of maternally absorbed iron was present
in the newborn at birth and 2% of maternally absorbed iron was
retained within placental tissue. As expected, inclusion of the iron
recovered within the neonate and placenta at birth resulted in a
significant increase in true maternal iron absorption. The degree
of underestimation was not constant but was instead impacted by
maternal iron status, with iron-insufficient women transferring
the largest fraction of absorbed iron to the neonatal/placental
compartment.

The placenta mediates nutrient transfer to the fetus and is
exposed to both maternal and fetal regulatory signals. Although
total placental iron content was not significantly associated with
maternal iron status, we found that the net amount of 57Fe
retained in the placenta in late gestation (on both a milligram
and milligram per kilogram basis) was inversely associated with
maternal TBI in our population where 28% of women studied
were anemic at delivery. Recent animal data found that acute
placental uptake of an intravenous dose of stable iron isotope

6 h postdosing did not significantly differ by the iron status of
the dam (38). To our knowledge, this is the first human study
to describe human placental retention of an orally ingested iron
tracer and to assess relations between placental retention of iron
and maternal and neonatal iron status.

The developing fetus accumulates ∼300 mg Fe across the 280-
d gestational period, with iron transfer being highest in the third
trimester of pregnancy. In the current study, the net amount of
57Fe transferred to the fetus over late gestation and measured
within the neonate at birth was inversely associated with maternal
TBI. This association remained significant when expressed as
net tracer recovered or when expressed as tracer recovered per
kilogram of birth weight. Additionally, partitioning of absorbed
iron to the neonatal compartment was higher in women with
low TBI. While studies have found maternal iron deficiency
compromises neonatal iron stores at birth (39–42), our dynamic
measures of placental iron transfer and other studies evaluating
placental iron trafficking proteins (38, 43–46) indicate that the
human placenta responds to iron insufficiency by upregulating
iron transfer to the neonatal compartment when maternal iron
status is low.

Iron homeostasis and tissue utilization are regulated by
3 hormones; hepcidin, EPO, and erythroferrone (ERFE). A
commercial assay for ERFE was not available when these
studies were undertaken, but EPO and hepcidin data were
available in a subset of these women and neonates. In the
current study, maternal EPO concentrations were positively
associated with both maternal absorption (both M and M + N
absorption) and net transfer of absorbed 57Fe to the neonate.
Interestingly, neonatal EPO was negatively associated with net
57Fe recovered in the neonate and partitioning of absorbed 57Fe
to the neonatal compartment. Data on determinants of neonatal
EPO concentrations at birth are limited. Studies suggest that
umbilical cord EPO is increased in neonates who experience
hypoxic intrauterine conditions (47, 48), as EPO is inversely
correlated with cord blood pH, blood gas values (49, 50), and
oxygen tension (51); however, some have not found significant
associations between umbilical cord EPO and Hb (39, 52–55).
The relation between EPO and iron transfer is supported by other
human data showing that neonates with higher umbilical cord
EPO concentrations had lower iron status as measured by cord
ferritin (56, 57).

Maternal hepcidin concentrations were inversely associated
with the net amount of iron transferred to the fetus in late
gestation, consistent with other published human pregnancy data
using stable iron isotopes (11, 15). Hepcidin concentrations
increase to prevent iron overload, but this hormone is also
impacted by inflammation and may be elevated in obese pregnant
women (58–60) as well as in pregnant women with an increased
risk of gestational diabetes (61). Given our observed association
between elevated maternal hepcidin concentrations and reduced
iron transfer and partitioning of absorbed iron to the neonatal
compartment, iron transfer to the fetus may be compromised in
these populations and further studies in these groups may be
warranted.

Studies in women carrying multiple fetuses allowed us
to evaluate the impact of neonatal iron status indicators on
variability seen in 57Fe accrual between siblings. Cord hepcidin
concentrations were a significant determinant of net 57Fe transfer
to the neonate and of the observed 57Fe variability between
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siblings at birth. This finding is consistent with prior data in a
larger cohort of women carrying multiples in whom cord hepcidin
concentrations explained ∼60% of the observed intrauterine
variability in iron status (62). Together, these new tracer data
and our prior indicator data in these women carrying multiples
suggest that the fetus has some capacity to regulate its own
iron status. This conclusion differs from recent animal studies in
which hepcidin knock-out fetuses exhibited no deficits in fetal
iron status when compared with wild-type animals (38).

A main strength of this study was the ability to assess iron
isotopic enrichment in the maternal, neonatal, and placental
compartments and identify factors associated with differential
iron partitioning between these compartments. However, there
are limitations. The current study included only a small number
of women in the multiples group. Women participating in the
tracer study were recruited from a larger cohort where 35% of
women gave birth to infants who exhibited discordant growth
(63). As these women did not give birth to infants with growth
discordance, they may not be representative of all women
carrying multiple fetuses. Second, we were only able to evaluate
maternal and neonatal isotopic enrichment within the RBC
compartment and cannot capture iron tracer that was sequestered
within other maternal or neonatal tissues. This may be less of a
concern in neonates as they prioritize iron in support of RBC iron
demands (30).

Values of maternal iron absorption during pregnancy are
significantly higher when inclusion of maternally absorbed iron
that is recovered in the neonate at birth or within placental
tissue at delivery is also quantified. When maternal iron status
is compromised, a greater fraction of maternally absorbed iron is
transferred to the fetus and retained within the placenta relative to
that recovered within maternal RBCs. Both maternal and neonatal
hormones are associated with partitioning of absorbed iron tracer.
Neonatal hepcidin concentrations were strongly associated with
iron uptake by the fetus, indicating that the human fetus has some
capacity to regulate placental iron trafficking in a population at
higher risk for maternal and neonatal anemia.
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